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April
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Monday-Manners Monday
Tuesday-Talking tricks Tuesday
Wednesday-Without saying it Wednesday
Thursday-Think about it Thursday
Friday-Fix it Friday

5

12

19

26

6

Practice saying
“please and thank
you” in context
today.

Practice saying
“you are welcome”
in context today.

Focus on smiling
and having a good
attitude today.

13

20

27

Practice saying “I’m
sorry” in context
today.

7

Talking trick: do
not interrupt the
person who is
talking today.

Non-verbal
communication:
Have a parent act
outany 3 emotions.
Guess them.

Thursday

Friday

1

2

3

4

8

Big problem or 9
Small problem?
Your ipad did not
charge, you forgot
to plug it in.

10

11

17

18

24

25

14

Non-verbal
15
Communication:
Have a parent act
out being happy.
Copy their acting.

Big problem or
small problem? The
fire alarm is going
off at your house.

21

Non-verbal
22
Communication.
Have a parent act
out frustrated.
Copy their acting.

Big problem or 23
Small problem? No
one asked you to
play with them at
recess.

28

Non-verbal
29
Communication.
Have a parent act
out any emotion and
guess it.

Big problem or 30
Small problem? You
left the lid off of
a marker and it is
dried out.

Talking trick: make
eye contact while
talking to others
today.

Talking trick: say
“excuse me” if you
really need to
interrupt.

Talking trick: face
your body toward
the person you are
talking to.

Saturday

16

Fix this:
Nancy the lion has a
purple mane.

Fix this:
Dad ate mayonnaise
on his ice cream.

Fix this:
The bird ate a
block of cheese.

"If you are persistent, you will get it.
If you are consistent, you will keep it."
Remember, speech can be hard, but it
gets easier the more you practice!
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May
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Monday-Muscle memory Monday
Tuesday-Talk to your family Tuesday
Wednesday-Watch TV Wednesday
Thursday-Think of something Thursday
Friday-Find your speech sound Friday

3

10

17

24

Ask questions
about another
person’s interests
today.

Practice saying
“excuse me” in
context today.

Give someone a
compliment today.

Thursday

Friday

"You don't have to be great to start,
but you have to start to be great!"

Big problem or 7
Small problem? You
spilled grape juice
on the carpet.

12

Non-verbal
13
Communication.
Have a parent act
out surprised. Copy
their acting.

Big problem or 14
Small problem? You
accidentally let the
dog out the front
door.

18

Talking trick:
19
Choose what to
talk about based on
what someone else
likes.

Non-verbal
20
Communication:
Have a parent act
out any 3 emotions
and guess them.

Big problem or 21
Small problem? You
spilled all of your
lunch in the
cafeteria.

25

26

27

28

11

Talking trick: ask 5
someone if you can
join their activity by
saying, “May I join
you?”

Talking trick: Ask
before you take
something. Say,
“May I have…….”

Non-verbal
Communication.
Have a parent act
out nervous. Copy
their acting.

1

2

8

9

15

16

22

23

29

30

Fix this:
I made a peanut
butter and ketchup
sandwich.

6

4

Saturday

Fix this:
We played outside
because it was
raining.

Fix this:
Olivia brushes her
hair with her
toothbrush.

Fix this:
The dog meowed
when I walked by.
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